
IN SIGHT, IN MIND Toolkit 

Instructions: 

There is no specific way of using this! Use what works best for you and ditch the rest. 


What I did: 

• Printed base templates (pages 2-5) on regular printing paper and magnet sheets to see which I 
preferred.


• Printed pages 6-7 on magnet sheets.

• My printer: HP Envy 6055 Wireless Inkjet Printer


• Cut out the food pictures and used the base templates as needed. Store unused food magnets in 
a small bag.


Choosing Magnets Sheets 

Magnet sheets used for base templates:  
Amazon affiliate link*: Stone City Magnetic Sheets Printable Matte Paper 12mil Thick for Inkjet Printers 
8.5x 11 Inches 5 Sheets


These printable magnets are 12 mil. This is great for adding magnets directly to the refrigerator, but 
won’t be as strong as if it were a higher mil. For example, 30 mil is typically used on cars and can 
withstand high speeds, however typically not available for home printer use. 


Magnet sheets recommended for foods: 
Amazon affiliate link*: Corneria 10Pack 8X10 Inch 20Mil Flexible Sticky Magnetic Sheets Adhesive 
Magnet Sheet Stickers for Artworks,Dies,Stamps, Fridge Photo -Easy Cut to Any Size, Peel, Stick


If you’re adding the magnets on top of the sheets, you may want a higher mil. The ones linked above 
are adhesive 20 mil magnet sheets. I would print the food pictures on a regular sheet, stick them to the 
adhesive magnet sheet, then cut for stronger magnets. 


Notes: 
• Page 6 food pictures are from Canva premium.

• Page 7 food pictures are from a commercial license from https://creativemarket.com/BomSymbols

• The meal and snack ideas are meant to inspire and jog your memory, while providing combinations 

that support general health and energy levels. Please mix and match as desired!

• If you’d like for me to add other foods, please send requests to Kat@UnlockedNutrition.com and 

I’ll try my best to keep this PDF updated. 


*This page contains affiliate links to Amazon. If you choose to purchase after clicking a link, I may 
receive a commission at no extra cost to you.


A little about me 
I’m a registered dietitian nutritionist and antiMLM activist! I create YouTube videos where I deep dive into dieting scams and 
nutrition-related MLM products/programs and other nutrition-related fear mongering claims. I practice with a weight-neutral 
and food-neutral approach. My main areas of practice are digestive health, prenatal nutrition, and sports nutrition, as well as 
overall building and strengthening a healthy relationship with food and body.


YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/c/UnlockedNutritionKatBensonRDNLD

Instagram: @DietitianKatBenson
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